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REQUEST FOR PROPOSALS No. PS20200143 

DIGITAL SIGNAGE MENU BOARDS FOR ORPHEUM THEATRE 

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS NO. 2 
 

 

ISSUED ON: September 25, 2020 
 
 

Q1 
Could you please provide measurement of the space the screens will be occupying, for 
example, for Cappuccino Station, the distance from wall to wall that the chalk boards are 
currently occupying, so the total of 2 screen cannot exceed that number. 

A1 See Amendment #2 

Q2 

It was discussed in the meeting that you will be providing the dimensions of the spaces where 
the displays are to be located. That was announced to avoid all bidders working over each 
other trying to get the measurements. When can we get the dimensions?  Without the 
dimensions we can start our proposal layout 

A2 See Amendment #2 

Q3 Please extend the closing date for this RFP be extended at least one week? 

A3 Please see Amendment #2 for the new closing date. 

Q4 
Is it possible to describe the content to be displayed by the CoV in each bar. This will 
determine the number of displays to install at each location. 

A4 See Amendment #2 

Q5 Is there any specifications on the displays to supply?  Resolution, format, pitch, etc. 

A5 Full HD LED Professional Display. 

Q6 I would like to receive the exact dimensions of the 3 locations we can quote. 

A6 See Amendment #2 

Q7 
Is the city able to provide better quality and more comprehensive pictures and elevation 
drawings of each desired menu location front and back that include measurements of the 
menuboards and details around the mounting structure (ceiling/wall)? 

A7 See Amendment #2 
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Q8 
Are we able to gain access to the building beyond the information meeting that took place to 
gather further information? 

A8 
This can be arranged with limitations due to COVID-19 safety as well as the booking 
schedule for the theatre. 

Q9 Will the City be responsible for providing a wired or wireless data connection? 

A9 Wireless as per Amendment #2 

Q10 Will the City be responsible for providing active Electrical plugs for all devices? 

A10 
There is existing lighting and electrical feed to the menu board areas.  The electrical tie 
in is the responsibility of the vendor with guidance from City of Vancouver/VCT 

Q11 
Will the City be responsible for providing an engineered structure to support the weight of the 
displays such as a wall or ceiling with appropriate backing and structure in place? 

A11 
The sign specific sign sites are “as is” – most of the existing sign are attached to a 
metal beam but other will need to ceiling mounted or free standing 

Q12 What are the dimensions of each of the signs that are currently in-place at each location? 

A12 See Amendment #2 

Q13 How are each of the existing signs currently mounted? 

A13 

The current signs are printed on brass and mounted on a metal beam found behind the 
bars. The exception is the president’s lounge, this has no current signs and will need 
to be ceiling mounted. Dress Circle bar, do not have existing sign and requires a 
creative solution by vendor. 

Q14 What mill-work is expected and in what locations? 

A14 This is up to the contractor.  Millwork is optional based on the design. 

Q15 What is the wall structure at the desired locations (wood or steel studs or concrete)? 

A15 
Most of the areas that require displays mounted have a steel beam that the past menus 
were fixed to, there are a few areas as describes in Amendment #2 to be ceiling 
mounted or self-standing. 

Q16 What is the structure behind the brick wall? 

A16 There is no mounting requiredin any bricked area. 

Q17 Is the ceiling accessible at each location? 
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A17 No 

Q18 What is the floor to ceiling height for each location? 

A18 See Amendment #2 for measurements 

Q19 

Please confirm & clarify from SOW - Engagement Scope and Deliverables "The VCT has the 
right to award the project in phases based on each quoted area." means one award vendor in 
stages or multiple vendors for each phase?  We understand CoV has the right to award 
multiple vendors. 

A19 
As to maintain consistency across the board for the digital menus, the award would be 
to one vendor in stages or if budget allowing, as a single award. 

Q20 
What is the total number of Navori licenses for VCT that will expire in September 2021?  We 
would like to address prorated license renewal as listed on SOW Page B-4 under Deliverables 
and Scope. 

A20 There are 22 licenses that are set to expire on September of 2021 

Q21 

What options are available to proponent for locations without internet access.  Example - is 
internet not available but network connections (wireless or wired) available?  Can CoV or 
proponent run network cable to location for data access?  Wireless data access?  Other?  
How many location(s) may lack internet access in this RFP? 

A21 There is Wifi available in all area of the lobby spaces within the Orpheum 

Q22 Will a man-lift be necessary? 

A22 
I do not believe that a manlift is needed, all of the area are accessible by ladder or 
hand. 

Q23 Are we able to work after hours, - at height? 

A23 
As the Orpheum is not fully operational we ask for work to be completed during 
Stagedoor Hours (8am-6pm), work is also scheduled around venue availability 

Q24 Is Millwork a mandatory requirement? 

A24 No 

 
 
END OF Q&A No. 2 


